GARDEN ETHICS

18 MAY 2017 · BERGGASSE 17 | 1090 VIENNA

08.45  Welcome Address
09.00  David Cooper (Durham University)
       Gardening, Virtues and Understanding
10.00  Michael Kiehn (Botanical Garden, University of Vienna)
       Ethical Aspects of Botanical Gardens’ Activities
11.00  Sabine Plenk (BOKU Vienna)
       How Do We Use Ornamental Plants in Our Gardens?
14.00  Andreas Pantazatos (Durham University)
       The Curator, the Steward and the Trustee: Gardens as Heritage
15.00  Maria Schörgenhumer (University of Vienna)
       Confronting Weeds in the Garden
16.00  Marcello Di Paola (University of Vienna/Rome)
       Gardens of the Anthropocene
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plantethics.univie.ac.at
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